
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE PHOTON

Fulvio Parmigiani

" John A. Wheeler: “the photon — a smoky dragon”. “...no elementary
quantum phenomenon is a phenomenon unIl it is a recorded phenomenon”
Roy Glauber: “A photon is what a photodetector detects.” 
“A photon is where the photodetector detects it.” 

Credits: NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collabora9on



THE MOMENTUM OF A 
MASSLESS PARTICLE



MOMENTUM TRANSFER (RADIATION PRESSURE) BY LIGHT ONTO MATTER 

In 1608, Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) wrote the about the 
effects of the sunlight on a comet flying past the Sun: 
“ The Sun’s rays pass through the corpus of the comet and 
instantly take some of its material along on its way out, 
away from the Sun; that is how, I think, the tail of the comet 
comes about, which always stretches away from the Sun. “
Kepler, Johannes. 1608. Ausführlicher Bericht von dem .. 1607 
erschienenen Haarstern oder Cometen vnd seinen Bedeutungen

Wilhelm Homberg (1652–1715) in 1708 set an experiment 
where he flipped around an asbestos fiber placed at the focus 
a Tschirnhaus burning mirror concluding “que les rayons de 
soleil eussent la force de presser et de pousser, même quand
ils sont renis par le Miroir ardent...»

However, later on (mid of the 18th century) it was clear to 
the scholar studying the nature of the light  that the heaXng 
effects at the focus of a large lens or mirror, could be the 
cause of the mechanical effects aZributed to the light. 

Johannes Kepler (1571–1630)



3.4 Momentum Transfer (Radiation Pressure) by Light onto Matter 53

Fig. 3.2 Setup of the experiment byBennet in 1792 tomeasure the radiation pressure on a suspended
needle in a partially evacuated glass vessel. Source Bennet (1792), plate II

Fig. 3.3 Bartoli’s thought experiment from 1876 deducing light pressure from the second law of
thermodynamics: A and D are ideal black bodies at equilibrium with the cavity. Let the temperature
of D (in the space CD) be higher than that of A (in space AB). By clever shifting of membrane
B away from A toward D, heat could conceivably be conducted from the colder body toward the
warmer one, provided there is no counterforce acting against the radiation pressure. Consequently,
in order not to conflict with the second law of thermodynamics, radiation pressure is required.
Source Carazza and Kragh (1989) p. 188. Reprinted by permission of Taylor & Francis c! 1989

Reverend Abraham Bennet (1749–1799) gave the first scientific observation of a freely 
swinging needle in a partially evacuated glass vessel (1792). But he commented: “I could 
not perceive any motion distinguishable from the effects of heat.” 
He wondered about the model of light particles: “Perhaps sensible heat and light may not 
be caused by the influx or rectilineal projections of fine particles: but by the vibrations 
made in the universally diffused caloric or matter of heat, or fluid of light.” 

Source Bennet (1792), plate II 

MOMENTUM TRANSFER (RADIATION PRESSURE) NOT SO EASY TO MEASURE 



In 1876 the Italian physicist Adolfo Bartoli (1851–1896) produced an elegant
thermodynamical argument, based on a thought experiment where a suspended
surface within a par=ally evacuated glass container exert “light pressure” on that
surface for why the light pressure must exist, otherwise the second law of 
thermodynamics, when applied to a cyclical process with thermal radia=on, 
would be violated.

Experimental proof of light pressure finally arrived in 1901.  Pyotr Nikolaevich
Lebedev (1866–1912) at the Lomonosov State University in Moscow succeeded
in producing the first laboratory proof of radiaEon pressure, but with a high 
margin of systemaEc error (greater than 10%). In 1903 Ernest Fox Nichols
(1869–1924) and Gordon Ferrie Hull (1870–1956) at Dartmouth College in the 
U.S.A. managed to reduce this error to just 1%. 
[See Maxwell (1873) §792–793, PoynAng (1884); in addiAon Poincaré (1900), who
also calculated the recoil of a system emiLng or reflecAng light ]

EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF LIGHT PRESSURE



3.5 Energy Transfer by Light 55

Fig. 3.4 Two demonstration experiments with Crookes tubes. Left: the shadow of a Maltese cross
is cast onto the inner end of the tube opposite the cathode, which shows the rectilinearity of cathode
rays. Right: a rotatable mill is driven rightwards from the left by cathode rays, which proves that
they transfer energy and momentum. Since the 1870s this was regarded as indicative that cathode
rays are composed of particles. Source of both images: Wikimedia, in the public domain

lines of electric force, and so along the equipotential surfaces where these exist. It
also flows perpendicularly to the lines of magnetic force, and so along the magnetic
equipotential surfaces where these exist. If both sets of surfaces exist their lines of
intersection are the lines of flow of energy.”50

The physical interpretation of this flow of energy, which is always associated with
a flow ofmomentum, leading to the radiation pressure, was much less clear, however,
causing intensive debate about this aspect of the theory of electromagnetism among
physicists. What exactly transports the energy and momentum orthogonally to the
electromagnetic field’s own oscillatory direction? How should this be illustrated by
a British model of the waning nineteenth century? Was this case really analogous
to such a stream of particles as cathode rays have been observed in a Crookes tube
leading to those impressive experiments irrefutably demonstrating the corpuscular
nature of cathode rays (cf. Fig. 3.4 right).

The Dutch theoretical physicist Hendrik Antoon Lorentz (1853–1928) carefully
distinguished between the two cases, that is, the transfer of energy and momentum
by particles versus electromagnetic waves when he was writing his book The Theory
of Electrons from 1909:

The flowof energy can, inmy opinion, never have quite the same distinctmeaning as a flowof
material particles. [...] It might even be questioned whether, in electromagnetic phenomena,
the transfer of energy really takes place in the way indicated by Poynting’s law, whether,
for example, the heat developed in the wire of an incandescent lamp is really due to energy

50See Poynting (1884) p. 345 furthermore the Wikipedia article on Poynting’s theorem and the
informative website: http://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath677/kmath677.htm.

Source of both images: Wikimedia, 
in the public domain 

James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) and John Henry Poyn<ng (1852–1914).
The energy density of the electromagne;c field results from Maxwell’s equa;ons
for the electric and magne;c fields E and B propor;onal to  (E2 + B2) . The so-called
Poyn;ng vector
S = E × B describes the magnitude and direc;on of flow of electromagne;c energy
and was first  computed by this English physicist in 1884. In his words : “It follows at
once that the energy flows perpendicularly to the lines of electric force, and so 
along the equipoten<al surfaces where these exist. It also flows perpendicularly
to the lines of magne<c force, and so along the magne<c equipoten<al surfaces
where these exist. If both sets of surfaces exist their lines of intersec<on are the 
lines of flow of energy.” 

CATHODIC RAYS AND LIGHT PRESSURE



The Dutch physicist Hendrik Antoon Lorentz (1853–1928) carefully distinguished in his
book, The Theory of Electrons (1909), between the transfer of energy and momentum by 
massive particles (electrons) versus electromagnetic waves : 
«The flow of energy can, in my opinion, never have quite the same distinct meaning as a 
flow of material particles. [...] It might even be questioned whether, in electromagnetic
phenomena, the transfer of energy really takes place in the way indicated by Poynting’s
law, whether, for example, the heat developed in the wire of an incandescent lamp is
really due to energy which it receives from the surrounding medium, as the theorem
teaches us, and not to a flow of energy along the wire itself. In fact, all depends upon the 
hypotheses which we make concerning the internal forces in the system, and it may very
well be that a change in these hypotheses would materially alter our ideas about the 
path along which the energy is carried from one part of the system to another. It must be 
observed however that there is no longer room for any doubt, so soon as we admit that
the phenomena going on in some part of the ether are entirely determined by the 
electric and magnetic force existing in that part. Therefore, if all depends on the electric
and magnetic force, there must also be one near the surface of a wire carrying a current, 
because here, as well as in a beam of light, the two forces exist at the same time and are 
perpendicular to each other.»
[Lorentz, Hendrik Antoon. 1909. The Theory of Electrons and Its Applications to the Phenomena of 

Light and Radiant Heat. A Course of Lectures delivered in Columbia University, New York, in March and 

April 1906, (a) New York: Columbia University Press, 1909; (b) 2nd ed., 1915; (c) Leipzig: Teubner, 1916.

]

CATHODIC RAYS AND LIGHT PRESSURE: A CAREFULL ANALYSIS



For many physicists , it seemed self-contradictory that a ‘massless’ light quantum 
should transfer momentum like a material par;cle in collision processes. However, 
an important outcome from the special theory of rela;vity came by considering the 
square of the momentum four-vector pµ (E/c,p) 

E2 = (pc)2 + (mc2)2

where evidentely a massless par;cle (m=0) s;ll have a momentum 

E = pc ⇒ p=E/c

This ultra-rela;vis;c limit inheres a strict propor;onality between energy 
and momentum p = E/c = hν/c. This is what was used to interpret Compton 
experiments. As Max Planck and Louis de Broglie showed, the radia;on 
pressure of light and other electromagne;c waves could be brought 
quan;ta;vely into agreement with the increasingly precise measurements 
when Einstein’s postulate p = hν/c is adopted. Conversely whereas 
Newtonian dynamics or semiclassical electrodynamics only lead to half the 
measured value. 

AN UNEXPECTED HELP



126 5 Early Reception of the Light Quantum

Fig. 5.1 Schematic setup and results of Compton (1922). Compton’s observations showed (on
the right) that not only the original wavelength ! from the x-ray tube occurred in the scat-
tered radiation but also a larger wavelength !! that continued to increase with increasing angle
". Sources (right) Compton (1923b) p. 411. Reprinted by permission of the American Physical
Society © 1923; (top left) https://cnx.org/resources/43f60758c3fff3fdb7cf96a50746646ba509ffcd/
CNX_UPhysics_39_03_compton1.jpg

imately monochromatic beam that was directed onto a cylindrical scattering target
made of graphite. The electrons loosely bound to the graphite atoms were dislodged
by this ‘needle radiation’ and catapulted out in a statistically broad scattering of
unknown direction. The x-rays, which are also scattered as a function of the scat-
tering angle ", went through more lead screens and were deflected off a rotatable
adjustable calcite crystal into a scintillation counting tube for detection. Compton’s
apparatus permitted a variation of the scattering angle " from 0" to well beyond
90". The rotating crystal positioned in front of the scintillation counting tube made
it possible to determine the wavelength of the scattered radiation !! at the same time
from the diffraction of these x-rays off the crystal lattice.

The observations (see Fig. 5.1, right) showed that in addition to detecting the
original wavelength ! = 0.711 Å for the K#-line of molybdenum emitted from the
x-ray tube,8 larger wavelengths!! were also detectible that increased as the scattering
angle " increased. At that time, Compton estimated his measurement precision at
±0.0001Å,which corresponded to amargin of error of only 1.5‰.Because of the de
Broglie relation! = h/p, thismeant that the larger this scattering anglewas, themore

8Molybdenum was an element of the tube supplied by General Electric to Compton. See Compton
(1923b) pp. 410, 413.

A RTHUR H. C O M P T O N

X-rays as a branch of optics
Nobel Lecture, December 12, 1927

One of the most fascinating aspects of recent physics research has been the
gradual extension of familiar laws of optics to the very high frequencies of
X-rays, until at the present there is hardly a phenomenon in the realm of
light whose parallel is not found in the realm of X-rays. Reflection, refrac-
tion, diffuse scattering, polarization, diffraction, emission and absorption
spectra, photoelectric effect, all of the essential characteristics of light have
been found also to be characteristic of X-rays. At the same time it has been
found that some of these phenomena undergo a gradual change as we pro-
ceed to the extreme frequencies of X-rays, and as a result of these interesting
changes in the laws of optics we have gained new information regarding the
nature of light.

It has not always been recognized that X-rays is a branch of optics. A S a
result of the early studies of Röntgen and his followers it was concluded that
X-rays could not be reflected or refracted, that they were not polarized on
transversing crystals, and that they showed no signs of diffraction on passing
through narrow slits. In fact, about the only property which they were found
to possess in common with light was that of propagation in straight lines.
Many will recall also the heated debate between Barkla and Bragg, as late as
1910, one defending the idea that X-rays are waves like light, the other that
they consist of streams of little bullets called "neutrons" It is a debate on
which the last word has not yet been said!

The refraction ad reflection of X-rays

We should consider the phenomena of refraction and reflection as one prob-
lem, since it is a well-known law of optics that reflection can occur only
from a boundary surface between two media of different indices of refrac-
tion. If oneis found, the other must be present.

In his original examination of the properties of X-rays, Röntgen 1 tried
unsuccessfully to obtain refraction by means of prisms of a variety of mate-

186   1 9 2 7  A . H . C O M P T O N

According to the classical theory, an electromagnetic wave is scattered
when it sets the electrons which it traverses into forced oscillations, and these
oscillating electrons reradiate the energy which they receive. In order to ac-
count for the change in wavelength of the scattered rays, however, we have
had to adopt a wholly different picture of the scattering process, as shown in
Fig. g. Here we do not think of the X-rays as waves but as light corpuscles,
quanta, or, as we may call them, photons. Moreover, there is nothing here of
the forced oscillation pictured on the classical view, but a sort of elastic
collision, in which the energy and momentum are conserved.

Fig. 9. An X-ray photon is deflected through an angle  by an electron, which in turn
recoils at an angle , taking a part of the energy of the photon.

This new picture of the scattering process leads at once to three conse-
quences that can be tested by experiment. There is a change of wavelength

which accounts for the modified line in the spectra of scattered X-rays.
Experiment has shown that this formula is correct within the precision of our

REMINDING THE COMPTON EXPERIMENT



AN UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATION



The next major step toward such an integra5ve clarifica5on of wave-par5cle duality was
taken by Louis de Broglie (1892–1987). 
In 1924 Louis de Broglie completed his studies with a disserta@on on Recherches sur la 
Théorie des Quanta. Star@ng from Einstein’s E = mc2 and E = hν de Broglie drew the 
consistent conclusion that to any mass m there must also be a corresponding frequency ν 
= mc2/h. Thus, a frequency and also wavelength λ = h/p must be assigned to each par@cle
as well, where p = mv is the momentum of a par@cle of mass m and velocity v, and the 
frequency ν and velocity of light c must be aOached to the wavelength λ as λ = c/ν. 

In 1922, it was not yet clear to de Broglie that the rest mass of a light quantum is
exactly zero. In a paper for Journal de Physique et Le Radium, he wagered that
these “atoms of light (presumed to be of the same very small mass) seem to 
move at speeds varying with their energy (frequency), but all at extremely close
to c.”
«This is an astonishing parallel with Isaac Newton’s projec@le theory of light 250 
years before. As we have already seen, Newton had drawn a very similar
dependence between the velocity of light and the presumed mass of his light 
globuli, but rejected it again when he saw that there was no empirical evidence
of any exis@ng speed discrepancies in light from different regions of the op@cal
spectrum.» [Klaus Hentschel: Photons The History and Mental Models of Light Quanta, Springer
2018] 

THE MATTER WAVES



Einstein enthusias+cally wrote to de Broglie’s doctoral advisor, Paul Langevin 
(1872–1946), at the end of 1924: “He has liAed one corner of the great veil.” De 
Broglie received awards in 1926 and 1927 from the Ins$tut de France, and two 
years later the highly regarded Medaille Henri Poincaré conferred by the Parisian 
Académie des Sciences as well as the Nobel prize in physics.102 

In a speech at the University of Berlin on 23 February 1927, Albert Einstein 
described with these words the complicated constant vacilla+on between 
undulatory and corpuscular proper?es of light, and now also of maSer, as a 
hopelessly overtaxed the “intellectual powers of physicists”—including his own: 
The problem that we presently have, which is of a principal nature in the area of 
luminous phenomena, comes down to showing either that the corpuscular 
theory grasps the true essence of light, or that the undulatory theory is right and 
the quantum-like aspects are merely apparent, or, finally, that both 
interpreta=ons correspond to the true nature of light and that light has 
characteris=cs that are both quantum-like and undulatory. [1927 This is a report about 
Einstein’s talk before the Mathema$sch- Physikalische ArbeitsgemeinschaH an der Universität Berlin, 
with passages occasionally quoted almost verba$m.]

UNDULATORY AND CORPUSCULAR PROPERTIES OF LIGHT



In 1927 Clinton J. Davisson (1881–1958) and Lester 
H. Germer (1896–1971) succeeded in verifying de 
Broglie’s bold predic:ons. 
Their experiment made the maAer waves
associated with electrons interfere with each
other—a clear character- is:c of wave-like en::es! 

LEED pa?ern obtained from 
Si(111)7x7 reconstructed 
surface

AN INDISPUTABLE DEMONSTRATION



HOW EMPTY IS THE PHYSICAL VACUUM?



The beginning of quantum electrodynamics as a modern theory of interac6on of light with 
ma8er was made by Paul Dirac in 1927 in his fundamental paper on ‘Quantum theory of 
emission and absorp4on of radia4on,’ communicated to the Proceedings of the Royal 
Society (London).

Emission and Absorption of Radiation. 243

(2) Observations have been made of the electric fields and field changes 
associated with 18 distant and 5 near thunderstorms. The sudden changes of 
field due to distant lightning discharges (> 8 km.) were predominantly negative 
in sign, those due to near discharges (<  6 km.) predominantly positive. The 
relative frequencies of positive and negative changes were 1 : 5 in the former 
case and 4 • 3 : 1 in the latter. The steady electric fields below the 5 near storms 
were all strongly negative.

(3) It is shown that these results indicate that the thunderclouds were 
bi-polar in nature and that the polarity was generally, if not always, positive, 
the upper pole being positive and the lower pole negative. I t is doubtful if 
any active storms of opposite polarity were observed at all.

(4) The electric moments of the charges removed by 82 lightning discharges 
have been measured. The mean value is 94 coulomb-kilometres.

The Quantum Theory of the Emission and Absorption of
Radiation.

By P. A. M. D ir a c , St. John’s College, Cambridge, and Institute for 
Theoretical Physics, Copenhagen.

(Communicated by N. Bohr, For. Mem. R.S.—Received February 2, 1927.)

§ 1. Introduction and Summary.

The new quantum theory, based on the assumption that the dynamical 
variables do not obey the commutative law of multiplication, has by now been 
developed sufficiently to form a fairly complete theory of dynamics. One can 
treat mathematically the problem of any dynamical system composed of a 
number of particles with instantaneous forces acting between them, provided it 
is describable by a Hamiltonian function, and one can interpret the mathematics 
physically by a quite definite general method. On the other hand, hardly 
anything has been done up to the present on quantum electrodynamics. The 
questions of the correct treatment of a system in which the forces are propa-
gated with the velocity of light instead of instantaneously, of the production of 
an electromagnetic field by a moving electron, and of the reaction of this field 
on the electron have not yet been touched. In addition, there is a serious 
difficulty in making the theory satisfy all the requirements of the restricted
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Independently Enrico Fermi (1901-1954) developed his own 
approach towards the quantum theory of radiation. Fermi applies 
the quantum theory of radiation to many physical situations. For 
example, he treats Lippmann fringes and shows that the radiation 
emitted by one atom and absorbed by another travels with the 
speed of light. 
JANUARY, lP3Z REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS VOLUME 4

QUANTUM THEORY OF RADIATION*
BY ENRICO I'ZRMI

UNIVERSITY OF ROME, ITALY
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INTRODUCTION
" "NTIL a few years ago it had been impossible to construct a theory of

radiation which could account satisfactorily both for interference phe-
nomena and the phenomena of emission and absorption of light by matter.
The first set of phenomena was interpreted by the wave theory, and the sec-
ond set by the theory of light quanta. It was not until in 1927 that Dirac
succeeded in constructing a quantum theory of radiation which could explain
in an unified way both types of phenomena. In this article we shall develop
the general formulas of Dirac's theory, and show its applications to several
characteristic examples I',Part I). In the second part of this work Dirac's rela-
tivistic wave equation of the electron mill be discussed in relation to the
theory of radiation. The third part will be devoted to the problems of the
general quantum electrodynamics, and to the difhculties connected with it.

* Lectures delivered at the Symposium for Theoretical Physics during the Summer Session
of 1930 at the University of Michigan.

Enrico Fermi (1901-1954) 

P.M. DIRAC AND E.FERMI: QUANTUM THEORY OF RADIATION



Dirac’s idea was to apply quantum mechanics not only to the par6cles in atoms but 

also, by making use of the ideas of Paul Ehrenfest and Peter Debye, to consider the 

radia6on field in empty space as a system of quan6zed oscillators which interact 

with atoms. The difficul6es involved were so great that Dirac found it worthwhile to 

look into an approxima6on which was not rela6vis6c. As a total system, he 

considered an atom in interac6on with a radia6on field. In order to have a discrete 

number of degrees of freedom for the laGer, he enclosed the system in a finite box, 

and decomposed the radia6on into its Fourier components. (See Appendix 1).

The resul6ng quan6za6on of the EM led to an Hamiltonian (the total energy of the 

e.m. mode) given by 

and the zero-point energy

Energy density 
kc ⌧ 
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�
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SEE APPENDIX 1

THE ZERO FIELD ENERGY



OBSERVING THE VACUUM STATE



SINGLE PHOTON YOUNG INTERFEROMETER 



SINGLE ELECTRON YOUNG INTERFEROMETER 



Ø A system is completely described by a wave func6on Y, which
represents an observer's knowledge of the system. (Heisenberg). 

Ø The descrip6on of nature is probabilis6c. The probability of an event is
the mag squared of the wave func6on related to it. (Max Born). 

Ø Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle says it’s impossible to know the 
values of all of the proper6es of the system at the same 6me; proper6es
not known with precision are described by probabili6es. 

Ø Complementarily Principle: ma#er exhibits a wave-par6cle duality. An 
experiment can show the par4cle-like proper4es of ma#er, or wave-like
proper4es, but not both at the same 4me. (Bohr). 

Ø Measuring devices are essen4ally classical devices, and they measure classical
proper6es such as posi6on and momentum. 

Ø The correspondence principle of Bohr and Heisenberg: the quantum mechanical
descrip6on of large systems should closely approximate the classical
descrip6on. 

QM COPENAGHEN INTERPRETATION IN A NUTSHELL



“I, AT ANY RATE, AM CONVINCED 
THAT GOD DOES NOT PLAY DICE.” 
Einstein to Born



The Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen paradox (EPR paradox) is a thought experiment proposed
by physicists Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen (EPR), with which they
argued that the descripAon of physical reality provided by quantum mechanics was
incomplete In a 1935 paper Atled "Can Quantum-Mechanical DescripAon of Physical
Reality be Considered Complete?»

They argued that no acAon taken on the first parAcle could instantaneously affect the 
other, since this would involve informaAon being transmiTed faster than light, which is
forbidden by the theory of relaAvity. They invoked a principle, later known as the "EPR 
criterion of reality", posiAng that, "If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can 
predict with certainty (i.e., with probability equal to unity) the value of a physical quanAty, 
then there exists an element of reality corresponding to that quanAty".

The EPR paper ends by saying: 
«While we have thus shown that the wave func<on does not provide a complete 
descrip<on of the physical reality, we le? open the ques<on of whether or not such a 
descrip<on exists. We believe, however, that such a theory is possible.»

EPR PARADOX

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thought_experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Podolsky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan_Rosen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_relativity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability


"STOP TELLING GOD WHAT TO DO”
Neils Bohr



Bohm's variant
In 1951, David Bohm proposed a variant of the EPR thought experiment in which the 

measurements have discrete ranges of possible outcomes, unlike the position and 

momentum measurements considered by EPR.

In 1964, John Bell (John Stewart Bell 1928 –1990) published a paper investigating the 

puzzling situation at that time: on one hand, the EPR paradox purportedly showed that

quantum mechanics was nonlocal, and suggested that a hidden-variable theory could

heal this nonlocality. 

Bell set out to investigate whether it was indeed possible to solve the nonlocality

problem with hidden variables, and found out that first, the correlations shown in both

EPR's and Bohm's versions of the paradox could indeed be explained in a local way with 

hidden variables, and second, that the correlations shown in his own variant of the 

paradox couldn't be explained by any local hidden-variable theory. This second result

became known as the Bell theorem.

Physics Vol. 1, No. 3, pp. 195-290, 1964 Physics Publishing Co. Printed in the United States 

ON THE EINSTEIN PODOLSKY ROSEN PARADOX* 

]. S. BELLt 
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

(Received 4 November 1964) 

I. Introduction 

THE paradox of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1] was advanced as an argument that quantum mechanics 
could not be a complete theory but should be supplemented by additional variables. These additional vari-
ables were to restore to the theory causality and locality [2]. In this note that idea will be formulated 
mathematically and shown to be incompatible with the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. It is 
the requirement of locality, or more precisely that the result of a measurement on one system be unaffected 
by operations on a distant system with which it has interacted in the past, that creates the essential dif-
ficulty . There have been attempts [3] to show that even without such a separability or locality require-
ment no "hidden variable" interpretation of quantum mechanics is possible. These attempts have been 
examined elsewhere [ 4] and found wanting. Moreover, a hidden variable interpretation of elementary quan-
tum theory [S] has been explicitly constructed. That particular interpretation has indeed a grossly non-
local structure. This is characteristic, according to the result to be proved here, of any such theory which 
reproduces exactly the quantum mechanical predictions. 

II. Formulation 
With the example advocated by Bohm and Aharonov [6], the EPR argument is the following. Consider 

a pair of spin one-half particles formed somehow in the singlet spin state and moving freely in opposite 
directions. Measurements can be made, say by Stern-Gerlach magnets, on selected components of the 
Spins d l and a 2 , If measurement Of the component d I ' a, where a is some unit vector, yields the value 
+ 1 then, according to quantum mechanics, measurement of a2 ·a must yield the value -1 and vice versa. 
Now we make the hypothesis [2], and it seems one at least worth considering, that if the two measure-
ments are made at places remote from one another the orientation of one magnet does not influence the 
result obtained with the other. Since we can predict in advance the result of measuring any chosen compo-
nent of a2 , by previously measuring the same component of d 1 , it follows that the result of any such 
measurement must actually be predetermined. Since the initial quantum mechanical wave function does not 
determine the result of an individual measurement, this predetermination implies the possibility of a more 
complete specification of the state. 

Let this more complete specification be effected by means of parameters A. It is a matter of indiffer-
ence in the following whether A. denotes a single variable or a set, or even a set of functions, and whether 
the variables are discrete or continuous. However, we write as if A were a single continuous parameter. 
The result A of measuring a 1 ·a is then determined by a and A., and the result B of measuring 7, 2 • b in the 
same instance is determined by b and A., and 
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ENTANGLED PHOTONS



THE ALAN ASPECT EXPERIMENT



A"er a great number of experiments it has been proved that entangled states 
of quantum par8cles exhibit the non separability and nonlocality of quantum 
mechanics. 

Nowadays the genera8on of entangled states of photons, par8cularly for use 
in tests of Bell’s inequali8es is at the hand of many laboratories. 

More and more this maBer is becoming the play ground of poten8ally useful 
technological applica8ons ranging from

quantum communica8on, including cryptography
transfer of two bits of informa8on in one photon
quantum teleporta8on

quantum computa8on

However, accordingly to many physicists we s6ll don’t know what a photon is. 

" John A. Wheeler: “the photon — a smoky dragon”. “...no elementary
quantum phenomenon is a phenomenon un8l it is a recorded phenomenon”

Roy Glauber: “A photon is what a photodetector detects.” 

“A photon is where the photodetector detects it.” 

CONCLUSIONS



A new picture of forces between par1cles appears in quantum field theory. We can understand the 
interac1on between two charged par1cles at a distance as an exchange of virtual photons, which
con1nuously pass from one charged par1cle to another. These exchanged virtual par1cles are not
directly observed as par1cles because of the conserva1on of energy, but, according to Niels Bohr’s
extension of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, ΔEΔt ≥ ħ, such an exchange is possible for short 
enough 1me intervals. Hence the virtual par1cles can be created for a very short 1me in the 
intermediate states of the physical processes, but they must be absorbed quickly enough. As a result, 
the charged par1cle is surrounded by a cloud of virtual photons. The laIer can produce other virtual
par1cles, such as electrons and positrons, by means of pair crea1on in the vacuum, and then the 
electrons and positrons thus created must annihilate each other very quickly to preserve energy
conserva1on within the limits of the uncertainty principle. Thus the cloud around the charged par1cle
consists of photons, electrons, and positrons.
Pauli’s response was scathing. In a leIer to Dirac he said, ‘Your recently published remarks in the 
Proceedings of the Royal Society concerning Quantum electrodynamics were ... certainly no 
masterpiece. ARer a confused introduc1on, that consisted of only half understandable, because only
half understood, sentences, you come finally to results in a simplified one dimensional example that
are iden1cal with those that the formalism of Heisenberg and I gives for that example. (This iden1ty is
immediately recognizable and has since been calculated in much too complicated a fashion by 
Rosenfeld.) This conclusion of your work stands in contrast to your more or less unambiguous
asser1on in the introduc1on that somehow you can construct a beIer quantum electrodynamics than
Heisenberg and I.

APPENDIX 1a



As an indirect consequence of his theory, Dirac arrived at a completely new picture for the 
vacuum. But in quantum mechanics, because of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the 
electromagne?c field oscillators cannot be strictly at rest. As a consequence, even in the 
ground state with the lowest possible energy, there s?ll exist the so-called zero-point
oscilla?ons of quantum oscillators of frequency ω, having the energy 1⁄2ħω. Hence the 
oscillatory nature of the electromagne?c field of radia?on leads to the zero-point oscilla?ons
of this field in the vacuum state (the state of lowest possible energy). The physical vacuum is
not an empty space, but is ‘populated’ with zero-point oscilla?ons, which are the cause of the 
spontaneous emission of radia?on from atoms. 

Thus Dirac’s theory provided the explana?on for all results regarding the emission and 
absorp?on of radia?on by atoms. 
This quantum field theory could be used to model important processes such as the emission
of a photon by an electron dropping into a quantum state of lower energy, a process in which
the number of par,cles changes—one atom in the ini?al state becomes an atom plus a 
photon in the final state. It is now understood that the ability to describe such processes is
one of the most important features of quantum field theory.

APPENDIX 1 con-nue
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By the 1920s, it had become clear to most physicists that classical mechanics could
not fully describe the world of atoms, especially the no;on of “quanta of ligh

Thus, Quantum Mechanics which was born in the 1900s, marked a revolu;on in 
Physics. Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr and others helped to create the theory, 
called Copenhagen interpreta;on of quantum mechanics .

• This is the most genereal interpreta;on of quantum mechanics.
The Copenhagen Interpreta;on is an interpreta;on of quantum mechanics. It
arose out of discussions between Bohr and Heisenberg in 1927 and was strongly
supported by Max Born and Wolfgang Pauli, having in the work of P. Dirac Principles 
of Quantum Mechanics (1930) and in par;cular in the Mathema'cal Founda'ons 
of Quantum Mechanics (1932) by John von Neumann a solid mathema;cal base 
for the future development of quantum theory and experiments.

APPENDIX 2
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Quantum entanglement is a physical phenomenon that occurs when pairs or groups of 
particles are generated or interact in ways such that the quantum state of each
particle cannot be described independently of the others.

The basic idea of quantum entanglement is that two par:cles can be in:mately
linked to each other even if separated by billions of light-years of space; 
a change induced in one will affect the other. 

Measurements of physical proper:es such posi:on, appropriately momentum, 
correlated. as performed on entangled par:cles are found to be 
spin, and polariza:on, performed on entangled par:cles are found to be correlated in 
ways such that the quantum state of each par:cle cannot be described
independently of the others, even when the par:cles are separated by a large 
distance – instead, a quantum state must be described for the system as a whole. 
even if separated by billions of light-years of space; 
a change induced in one will affect the other. 
There are two entangled state A with wave func:on Y1 and Y2 and sate B with wave
func:on X1 and X2. then, 
Superposed state: Y1X1+Y1X2+Y2X1+Y2X2 Entangled state: (Y1+Y2)(X1+X2) 
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